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Abstract

Some interesting and important nonconforming $nite elements for the second- and fourth-order elliptic
problems are brie.y described and analyzed.
c© 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.

The $nite element method has achieved great success in many $elds of science and technology
since it was $rst suggested in elasticity in the $fth decade of the 20th century. Today it has become
a powerful tool for solving partial di5erential equations [7,42].

The key issue of the $nite element method is using a discrete solution on the $nite element space,
usually consisting of piecewise polynomials, to approximate the exact solution on the given space
according to a certain kind of variational principle.

When the $nite element space is a subspace of the solution space, the method is called CON-
FORMING. It is known that in this case, the $nite element solution converges to the true solution
provided the $nite element space approximates the given space in some sense [7].

In general, for a 2m order elliptic boundary value problem, the conforming $nite element space
is a Cm−1 subspace. It means that the shape function in this conforming $nite element space is
continuous together with its m− 1 order derivatives. That is, for a second-order problem, the shape
function is continuous and for a fourth-order problem, the shape function and its $rst derivatives are
continuous. It is a rather strong restriction put on the shape functions in the latter case.

It is proved that to build up a conforming $nite element space with C1 continuity for a two-
dimensional fourth-order problem, like the plate bending problem in elasticity, at least a quintic
polynomial with 18 parameters is required for a triangular element [7], and a bi-cubic polynomial
with 16 parameters for a rectangular element. It causes some computational diDculties because the
dimension of the related $nite element space is fairly large and its structure is rather complicated.
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Therefore, it is desirable to use low-order polynomials with few parameters while keeping the
required continuity property. A genius approach is to subdivide a given element into several small
subelements and then use low-order polynomials on each subelement so that the C1 continuity on
the entire element is achieved. It is called the macro-element method [7]. There appeared a great
deal of literature in this direction. However, due to the complexity of formulation of relevant $nite
element spaces, this method seems not so popular in $nite element method calculations.

Another approach is to relax directly the Cm−1 continuity of the $nite element space. It comes to
the so-called NONCONFORMING $nite element method which had and still has a great impact on
the development of $nite element methods [7]. However, it was found shortly that some noncon-
forming elements converge and some do not. The convergence behavior sometimes depends on the
mesh con$guration.

Therefore, it is important to have some criterion to verify which nonconforming element is con-
vergent and which is not. Irons proposed the Patch Test [9] based on some mechanical consideration
and computational experiences. The idea of the patch test is that each element should solve the
problem accurately for any constant strain $eld. The test is very simple and easy to implement in
engineering applications [40].

Unfortunately, it was found in mathematics that the patch test is neither necessary nor suDcient
[37,19–21,27]. A precisely convergence condition, namely the generalized patch test, was suggested
by Stummel [36] from a rigorous viewpoint of mathematics. Many nonconforming $nite elements
in applications can be checked with this test [22]. A simpli$ed version of the generalized patch test
was proposed by the author [25]. However, either the patch test or the generalized patch test is only
an analysis tool for an assessment of the convergence of nonconforming elements. How to build up
a good element is another or even more important issue for solving a real-life problem.

Up to now there has been proposed a vast number of engineer devices based on di5erent mechan-
ical interpretations, like unconventional elements [1], energy-orthogonal elements with free formula-
tion [8,5,33], quasi-conforming elements [4,38,26,28,31], generalized conforming elements [14,28,32]
and many others [35]. The approximate spaces related to all these elements mentioned above are not
included in the given solution space. Hence they are simply called NONSTANDARD $nite elements
[35]. A uni$ed mathematical treatment for analysis of these nonstandard $nite elements is proposed
by the author and his co-worker as the double set parameter method [6].

In this comment, we will brie.y describe and analyze some interesting and important noncon-
forming $nite elements for the second- and fourth-order elliptic problems. Some of these elements
are old and well known, some are quite new, but all of them are useful in applications.

For the second-order problem, we will discuss the following three low-order nonconforming ele-
ments:

1. P1 nonconforming [7]. This is a triangular element, not C0. The shape function is a linear poly-
nomial with three nodal parameters at mid-points of three edges of the triangle. In contrast, the
simplest and oldest conforming C0 element, the so-called Courant element, uses the same linear
polynomial but with three nodal parameters at the vertices of the triangle.

2. Wilson element [39]. This is an old nonconforming rectangular element. The shape function is
a quadratic polynomial with six parameters, four at vertices of the rectangle and two internal
degrees of freedom, like the second-order derivatives. This element converges for rectangular
meshes [11], but does not converge for arbitrary quadrilaterals [12]. Some mesh conditions have
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to be added [20]. It is interesting to mention that the behavior of the Wilson element is better than
the corresponding bilinear Q1 conforming element as many engineering examples have indicated
[42]. But this fact has not yet been proved mathematically [30,34].

3. The rotated Q1 element [18]. This is a newly established nonconforming rectangular element. The
shape function consists of four terms as [1; x; y; x2−y2]. There are two versions of choosing nodal
parameters. The $rst one uses four function values at the mid-point of each edge of the rectangle.
The second version uses four mean values of the shape function along edges. Both versions
are convergent for rectangular meshes. However, the $rst version is not convergent for arbitrary
quadrilaterals unless certain mesh conditions are satis$ed like the nonconforming Wilson element.
Meanwhile, the second version is convergent for quadrilaterals without any restriction on meshes
[16]. This kind of new elements has recently found many important applications [18,13,15].

For the fourth-order problem, we will show three interesting nonconforming elements as follows:

1. Morley element [17]. This is an old and simplest triangular plate element. The shape function
is a quadratic polynomial with six nodal parameters. They are three function values at vertices
and three normal derivatives at mid-points of three edges. This element does not even belong
to C0 class, nevertheless it is convergent for the fourth-order problem [10,29]. Surprisingly,
it is recently proved [41] that the Morley element is divergent for the second-order elliptic
problem. In contrast, it is well known that there exists for a long time the P2 conforming
element for the second-order problem. Its shape function is again a quadratic polynomial with
six parameters as three function values at vertices and three function values at mid-points of
edges. This quadratic C0 element is convergent for the second-order problem, but divergent for
the fourth-order problem.

2. Zienkiewicz incomplete cubic triangular element [2]. The shape function consists of incomplete
cubic polynomials with specially chosen nine terms. The nine nodal parameters are three func-
tion values together with six $rst partial derivatives with respect to x and y at three vertices.
This is a C0 element, but not C1. From the viewpoint of continuity of the shape function, the
Zienkiewicz element is better than the Morley element. However, it is proved that this element
is convergent only for very special meshes, namely, all edges of triangles are parallel to the
three given directions [10,27] while the Morley element converges for arbitrary triangulations.

As for other meshes, like the cross-diagonal mesh, Zienkiewicz et al. have noticed in their
early numerical experiments [2] that the $nite element solution always has some discrepancy
within 10% from the true solution no matter how $ne the mesh is. Later, it was proved
mathematically [3] that the Zienkiewicz element using the cross-diagonal mesh actually tends
to a limit, but it is not the true solution of the given problem, rather of another problem. It is a
very interesting phenomenon in the nonconforming $nite element analysis. This strange wrong
limit behavior was also observed in other nonconforming elements for the second-order problem
[23]. So care must be taken in using nonconforming $nite elements. We cannot rely solely on
the computer output which, in general, cannot make di5erences between the true solution and
a wrong limit.

3. Argyris’ unconventional triangular element (TRUNC) [1]. Since the Zienkiewicz element is
not always convergent as mentioned above, it is desirable to have a cubic C0 element with
nine parameters converging for arbitrary meshes. There are many di5erent devices proposed by
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engineers. Among them the Argyris approach, the so-called unconventional method, deserves
special attention due to its creativity both in mechanics and mathematics. Argyris actually does
use the same shape function space as the Zienkiewicz element. Then he describes his TRUNC
element purely on a mechanical interpretation, which turns out that in the formulation of the
sti5ness matrix the coupling terms between the low-order model consisting of second-order
polynomials and the high-order model of cubic polynomials disappear. It seems very strange at
$rst glance, but Argyris showed by numerous examples that the TRUNC element gives con-
vergence results for arbitrary meshes and even better numerical accuracy than the Zienkiewicz
element in convergence cases.

What is the mathematics behind this genius device? In fact, it was found by the author
[24] that if instead of the exact integration in sti5ness matrix calculation, we use a kind of
numerical integration, then the approximate coupling terms will turn to zero. It means that
a proper numerical integration gives some small perturbation to the coupling terms of the
Zienkiewicz sti5ness matrix that dramatically changes its convergence property from divergence
to convergence. As usual, the numerical integration introduces some truncation error which has
happened to cancel the inherent error of the Zienkiewicz element due to its nonconformity.
Therefore, we can conclude that two NEGATIVEs get a POSITIVE.
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